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For more than a century Black's has been the gold standard for the language of law. Today it is the

most widely cited law book in the world. Edited by Bryan A. Garner, the world s leading legal

lexicographer, the 9th Edition is the most authoritative, comprehensive law dictionary ever

published. It contains more than 45,000 terms and includes: 2,000 more terms than the 8th Edition

and 19,000 more than the 7th Edition including click fraud, Code Adam, collaborative law,

ecoterrorism, environmental tort, friendly subpoena, happy-slapping, honor crime, secret detention,

Schumer box, and super precedent. The date when selected terms were first used in

English-language contexts, especially in judicial opinions. Heightened accuracy having more than

200 lawyers around the country reviewed terms. Definitions of more than 1,000 law-related

abbreviations and acronyms. Almost 3,000 quotations drawn from sources over five centuries.

Alternate spellings or equivalent expressions for more than 5,300 terms and West Key Numbers.
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Acknowledged by linguists and lawyers alike as THE authority in legal language and usage, his

influence is both far-reaching and profound. Mr. Garner has has a hand in editing the most

important legal references produced in the last decade, as well as in training lawyers and judges on

sharpening and clarifying their own legal writing. In short, no one better bridges the worlds of law

and language--nor is better suited to take on the classic work and make it better.



For current or future law students Black's Law Dictionary is an essential reference book for your

library, and as one of my professors told me, "if you don't want an abridged education, don't buy the

abridged version." You'll also gain access to an online version of Black's through any Westlaw

account, but it's one version behind, and the UI isn't as easy to navigate. I think the hardcover

dictionary is worth the money. Finally, a word about the Deluxe Edition: no. I can't see paying

almost double for what it offers. My advice is to stick with the Standard Edition.

Fast service! Great product! Very pleased! Thank you!

Great book!

I bought Black's Law Dictionary when I was studying for pre-Law classes. It is the dictionary the

college recommended for classes and one that will be used further down when practicing law. It is a

good investment for anyone who is planning any time of law degree or is studying political science.

Needed in genealogy to understand some of the legal terms

This was a waste of my time and money. Any previous edition is a better resource and reference.

If you need information about law definitions this is a good book for it. It was delivered ahead of The

date it was supposed to arrive.

I've first learned of this refence during my paralegal training. While working as an IP paralegal I

found a copy of the Third Edition (circa 1933).I have the Eighth Edition in my library. I bought the

Ninth Edition for my niece to have as a reference during her studies..com came through for me in a

"clutch".Thanks .com!
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